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Importance of hydrodynamic lift clearance has been stated in previous studies [1, 2, 3]. At those studies, 
derivation of closed form function for oil temperature has been performed and the shear heat dissipation 
effect has been successfully integrated into the lift force formulation. Oil pressure is successfully derived by 
tracking three different ways, all of which give very similar results to each other. All these analyses are 
advanced fluid mechanics and heat transfer analyses, which give consistent results with real-life applications. 
In this study, function of shear heating effect included in hydrodynamic lift clearance formulation. For a 
different pressure loads (which is a design parameter and known), change of hydrodynamic lift clearance 
with rotor surface speed can be found without requiring any experimental leakage data. Furthermore, 
theoretic lift clearance has consistency with the experimental lift data.   
 
Theoretic Hydrodynamic Lift Clearance 
 
Idea of deriving hydrodynamic lift clearance arises from the almost linear oil pressure. Although oil pressure under 
each bristle, which is given in Duran et al. [3] is found as a complicated function of lift clearance, pressure load, 
rotor surface, effective viscosity, bristle geometry and local coordinates, it gives almost linear pressure distribution 
along rotor axial direction as mentioned in [3]. Difference between the linear oil pressure of Duran et al. [1] and [3] 
for the ith bristle is defined as error function.  
 
 
Figure 1 Geometry, local coordinate selection and boundaries for ith bristle 
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(1) 
Pi-lin gives the linear pressure distribution along rotor axial direction for each bristle.  Note that error function of 
Equation (1), εi(u,∆P,xi,yi), depends on rotor surface speed and pressure load. In the study of Duran et. al [3], it has 
been mentioned that hydrodynamic lift clearance is assumed to be same for each bristle in a row of rotor axial 
direction. Therefore, derivation of lift clearance for any bristle gives the lift data for the brush seal. For this reason, 
values of error function for the last bristle, which corresponds to 16th bristle since nr is sixteen, are evaluated for x16 
= -BH and y16 = Rb/10000.  
  Since there are two pressure load and three rotor surface speed data, the error function can be found as second 
degree polynomial of rotor surface speed and first degree polynomial of pressure load. 
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(2) 
Equation (2) is a function of ∆P, µeff, BH, Rb, Req, nr, u and H. ∆P is a design parameter and known. BH, Rb, 
Req, nr are brush seal properties and they are also known. µeff  can be calculated by using temperature analysis of 
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Duran et. al. [1]. Only u and H is unknown in Equation (2), and relation between them can be found by using this 
equation, without requiring any experimental data.  
Results and Comparison with Experimental Lift Clearance 
Comparison of theoretical hydrodynamic lift clearance found by introducing a MATLAB code for Equation 
(2) and experimental hydrodynamic lift clearance data is given in Figures 2 and 3. As it can be seen from the figures, 
the lift clearance data gives highly consistent results with experimental lift clearance data. High speed-stabilization 
in theoretic lift clearance is the result of including shear heating effect by means of effective viscosity.     
               
Figure 2 Comparison of theoretic hydrodynamic lift                    Figure 3 Comparison of theoretic hydrodynamic lift 
clearance with experimental lift clearance data,                            clearance with experimental lift clearance data, 
∆P = 48.3 kPa                                                                                ∆P = 89.6 kPa 
 
 Theoretic lift clearance change with rotor surface speeds are given in Figure 4 for different pressure loads. As 
it can be observed form the figure, lift clearance decreases as pressure load increases, which is also the case for real 
life applications. Oil flow at y-direction increases as pressure load increases, which results in more shear in the oil. 
As a result of increasing shear mechanisms, dissipated heat is higher for large pressure loads. Therefore, effective 
viscosity takes smaller values for same rotor speeds at higher pressure loads, which degrades the lift ability of the 
oil.        
 
 
Figure 4 Theoretic hydrodynamic lift clearance change with rotor surface speed for different pressure loads 
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